About Song Writing
by Denise Larson

Where do song ideas come from?

The songs are everywhere. There’s almost nothing around me that does not present itself as an idea for a song. A song-writer is someone who has developed the technique to translate that energy into song form: we are people who have tuned ourselves to pick up on the rhythm and melody contained in a situation or an emotion.

What encourages the mood that makes for the creation of songs?

For me, contrast, intensity and aloneness; those are the three most important elements. Movement and travel offer contrast, space, and often solitude, and if at this time I am feeling intensely about something — or I am in conflict about something — then I have the right setup to create a song. Often I will begin something at this point, and finish it up later at home.

Intense feeling, for me, seems often to contain its own rhythm and melody. A lyric line, with melody, will surface — and when it does you have to be completely self-centred; you must be alone and you must know that you’re not likely to be interrupted. Something around you is being channelled through you, and it is essential that you have the room to feel it. In my experience, the muse is temperamental and unsympathetic and she does not stick around for long. Coffee helps give me the clarity I need to get my ideas down, but if you’re not a caffeine addict at this point, I hesitate to mention this!

How does performance help the songwriter?

I have been writing and performing hand in hand for so long that I can hardly imagine one without the other. The stage is where you try the stuff out, and it doesn’t take very much time to know whether or not your new song is making it or not. The important thing, I think, is to feel really solid with a new song before using it in public; give it the best chance it can have. It’s equally important to be able to assess the audience before you try new material on it — not every audience will be receptive to a soft little ballad, for instance, but that doesn’t mean it won’t have merit somewhere else.

Performance has always been a very important part of my music — not just as a testing ground, but also as a source of energy and affirmation. When my music is reaching people — when we are communicating and shar-
Any other points?

Buy yourself a cheap little cassette recorder for the car so you don’t lose snatches of ideas. I used to think that if my ideas were so good, I would remember them. Well, either my ideas aren’t any good any more, or I’m becoming senile, because I find myself forgetting nine out of ten of those ideas — and driving (alone) is conducive to writing.

And one last thought. Writers can be fragile types — it is absolutely necessary that we believe in ourselves so we can maintain the momentum and discipline required to keep writing. Be careful who you show your new song to, and with whom you share your new ideas — and don’t share them too soon.

Let your ideas cook for a while, and know what it is you mean to say. Be solid with yourself; in touch with yourself. And finally, give yourself every chance.